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Abstract:
Prior work has examined how lexical tones compare to vowels and consonants in
accessing to different lexical representations in Mandarin. These previous studies have
suggested that, overall, segmental information is given priority over tone information as
measured in reaction time tasks (Cutler & Chen, 1997; Sereno & Lee, 2014; Wiener &
Turnbull, 2015). There is one situation where tone information plays a more important role
than segments in lexical access, which is when target words are embedded in highly
constraining semantic contexts, i.e. idioms and sentences (Ye & Connine, 1999; Liu &
Samuel, 2007). Online processing of speech information can be measured from eye gaze in
a visual world (Allopenna et al., 1998), which can yield insights into how speech
information is used by listeners to identify visual referents. Here we examined the eye gaze
of native listeners of Mandarin Chinese, asking how rime and tone information is used in
online speech processing. Prior work has examined this question using isolated words, but
the effects of context have not previously been explored in eye-tracking. In the current
study, we investigated when and how top-down contextual effects constrained real- time
processing in eye gaze, and whether it would have a different impact on activating tonal and
rime information in a type of semantically constraining context, i.e. classifier-noun
agreement in Mandarin Chinese, where a classifier functions as the head of a nominal
phrase, categorizing a class of nouns based on some of their primary perceptual properties,
which are intrinsically related to the objects denoted by the nouns (Tai, 1992).
Twenty-four native Mandarin speakers were tested in two classifier contexts, highconstraint classifiers, which can only take one or two nouns as their complement, and lowconstraint classifiers, which can take more than three nouns as their complement. In each
trial, participants heard a classifier-noun phrase and were required to select a match for the
noun from a visual array including a target item (ke4 “class”), a phonological competitor
(tone: kuang4 “mine”; rime: ke2 “shell”), and two unrelated distractors.
Results from an adjusted trial-by-trial analysis using a linear mixed effects model,
where the factors of context types (high and low constraining classifier) and object types (a
target item, a competitor or a distractor) were fixed factors, revealed that during the
classifier window, average looking time to the target item and the phonological competitor
was significantly greater than that to the distractors (p<.0001) in both context types and the
fixations to the target was significantly greater relative to the competitor only in highconstraint context (p<.0001) but not in low-constraint context (p=.32). In addition, another
mixed effects model was run during the same time window, where the factors of context
types (high and low constraint classifiers) and competitor types (tone or rime) were the fixed
factors. Here, more distraction from a tone competitor than a rime competitor was found
only in high-constraint context (p=.0001) but not in low-constraint context (p=.06).
The results indicated that there was an early top-down activation of the target noun
and its phonological competitors, and that listeners actively used available contextual
information to predict the upcoming word even before the acoustic signals were available.
This provides evidence for an interactive model of lexical access (Federmeier et al., 2007).

Furthermore, the results extended the application of previous findings (Ye & Connine, 1999;
Liu & Samuel, 2007) to classifier-noun agreement, suggesting an earlier and stronger
anticipation for hearing the tonal information than the rime information in a predictive
context. The study complements literature in speech perception in a sense that information
at segmental and suprasegmental levels were planned at dissociative stages, not only for
production, but also for preparation of perception. Furthermore, it has also provided insight
on the role of lexical tone in the construction of a perception model for a tonal language
such as Mandarin Chinese.
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